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For years I was working full time for other businesses as a Designer, expected to churn out creativity like a 

factory while simultaneously trying to upkeep my art practice and photography. It was an exhausting balancing 

act and my e�forts felt entirely unappreciated. I was su�fering from attacks of anxiety and being so tense all of 

the time even physically took it's tole on my back and neck - costing me a fortune at the chiropractor! 

Eventually I realized that I just couldn't take the stress anymore. Something had to change... 

I made the leap into Creative Freelancing and have never looked back. I know now that it was definitely the 

right decision for me, and I have never been happier. I have learnt so many valuable lessons along the way 

through trial, error, life experience and further study - it's time I put it all to good use. 

I want to share my knowledge and experiences with you, so you can achieve success in your creative endeavors! 

Do what you love and you will be successful. You will want to do it everyday. You will be motivated to push 

yourself further than ever. Create the life that you want to live.

My Story

Who is this for?

This Book belongs to:

xX

© Rachel Weaver 2017. Commercial use and distribution is strictly not permitted.

This is for all the Creative's out there who are working towards being more successful in their industry. 

The Artists, Graphic Designers, Photographers, Cake Decorators, Fashionistas, Toy Makers, Game Creators... 

Whatever your job title, the tips within these pages should provide you with some valuable information 

to help  you on your way to creative success. I'm so excited to be a part of your journey!
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You’re on your way...hold on tight!
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Believe you CAN Succeed

Creative Success Tip No. 1

It's a big wide world out there, and sometimes it can feel daunting trying 

to make some sort of impact on it. Do you feel invisible? You're not alone. 

We've all felt that way at one time or another, I know certainly have! 

Looking online at the huge quantity of the amazing work by successful 

artists, photographers and designers, can be a bit detrimental to your 

self esteem. But believe it or not, it's not a competition! 

Certainly appreciate their outstanding work and skill level - 

but stop comparing yourself. 

You too have something unique and worthwhile to o�fer - your 

personality, your creative style, your work - there is no one else out there 

quite like you. Now that might sound like something your mum might say 

- but turns out she was right a�ter all! Pretty smart those mums are... 

Have confidence in yourself and your abilities, 

                          and others will have confidence in you too.



Creative Success Tip No. 2

Believing 100% in your untapped, extraordinary potential - sit down and 

brainstorm your ideal goals. Don't limit yourself, or think they are 

un-reachable or silly. Whatever they may be, write them down. You may 

not reach them all, but the higher you aim the more you will achieve - 

there's no point setting the mark too low. Challenge yourself. 

Now take your goals and break them into smaller, more manageable  

steps. Write yourself an ordered checklist from start to finish and then get 

to work on the first task. Tick them o�f one by one as you go, so you can 

look back and see how much further you have come. 

Keeping lists will allow you to focus on one simple task at a time and keep 

track of your progress. This will help you to avoid feeling like your always 

working but not getting anywhere - you are!

For Example;

         My Goal: create my first online tutorial

         Active Steps:
           1.  Plan what is my tutorial about? Who is it for?

           2.  Gather all of my required materials and tools, ready my space.

           3.  Set up my phone/camera to record me on tripod/selfie stick.

           4.  Record my tutorial.

           5.  Edit my tutorial using iMovie.

           6.  Upload my tutorial to YouTube and Vimeo.

           7.   Share on my social pages.

           8.  Pin on Pinterest.

Taking Active Steps
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Brainstorming

Don’t Hold Back - Start Panning your Creative Success!



My Goal:
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Congratulations on Achieving Your Goal! 

Pick out one goal from your brainstorming session and write it at the top of this page.

Break your goal into manageable, chronological steps. Begin by completing step one and continue until all of 

your steps are successfully completed and ticked o�f. Repeat with your next goal and on keep going.



Creative Success Tip No. 3

Delegate your Available Time

8

Whether you've just quit your day job to pursue your creative endeavors, 

or if your having to make the most of your time a�ter hours while also 

juggling 8 children - e�ficient time delegation is a must to make progress. 

Plan out what you need to do and when - then put a tick on that checklist 

when you're done! Delegate a specific day a week in the studio, or a day to 

write. Block in time to update your social sites and portfolios, do your 

invoicing or meet with clients. There more focus you can actively direct 

towards your creative passion, the more results you will see. 

There’s nothing wrong with putting

                     yourself first every now and then. 

Sit down and work out what you would like to accomplish using Tip No.2 

and the supplied worksheets. Consider roughly how much time you have 

per week to put your plans into action. If there's simply not enough hours 

in the day, then prioritize and start with the most crucial steps first.

My good friend Debbie Crothers who is a polymer clay artist & instructor, 

spends every Wednesday in her studio creating up a storm! She 

photographs her work , and then writes her blog post the following day. 

Deb doesn't let anything disrupt her studio day. Not even a zombie 

apocalypse. By making this commitment she has built up a wonderful 

quantity of knowledge and tutorials, and become a well-known name 

in the polymer clay community.

www.debbiecrothers.com
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Creative Success Tip No. 4

Sharing is Caring
What I have realized, is people love to learn and people love freebies! 

Don't hold back if you have some good stu�f to o�fer. Let down your guard 

and share with your fellow Creative's.

By sharing valuable content or insight, you are demonstrating your 

abilities and knowledge - thus establishing yourself as a professional in 

your industry. This applies both online and in person. 

Don't be paranoid about being copied or creating competition. 

Remember you are unique, no one is quite like you. O�fer advice when 

you can and encourage others who are also working hard to make it. 

You will get the same back in return. 
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Creative Success Tip No.5

Sell yourself = Sell your Work
Stop hiding away in your studio, behind your screen or lens! People don't 

just buy your work - what they're actually buying is a little piece of YOU. 

Let your personality shine through. Don't worry about being popular, or 

perfect - just be your real, authentic self. By being real, you are allowing 

people to truly connect with you emotionally and form a relationship. 

Say Cheese!

Using your phone or camera, assign the help of a friend and take some 

good pictures of yourself. If it's just you then you set up a tripod and 

timer. If you have the budget, hire a professional. 

Don't be afraid to be a bit di�ferent - show o�f your personality through 

your individual style, try a mixture of traditional and untraditional 

portraits and think carefully about the location of the shoot. Perhaps in 

your studio or workspace? Or outside in a more natural setting. Wherever 

you decide upon, think about how you want to be perceived as an 

individual and as a brand. What impression are you trying to make? 

What are you all about?
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Creative Success Tip No.5

Sell yourself = Sell your Work
Get Personal

But not toooo personal. Some things should be kept to yourself..... 

Maintain a degree of professionalism, but don't forget to share some 

personal content with your public. Personal stories about you, or behind 

the creation of your work serve to make you more relatable.

 

Create an emotional connection to you and your work. What inspired you? 

What is the concept and why is it important to you? Why should it be 

important to them? Speak from your personal experiences. Write from a 

personal perspective, using your natural voice rather than in an 

intellectual tone.
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www.studio8T4    #studio8T4  #project8T4
rachel@studi8T4.com

I hope you have enjoyed my FREE eBook and found the information 
contained within it's pages useful, motivational and valuable to your practice.

Wishing you nothing but the very best on your creative journey - 
I hope that we will be seeing each other again soon.

Here’s to Your Creative Success!

In Conclusion
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